FOR THE RECORD

serious crime. The Government is
also implementing the findings of
the “Growing Them Strong Report”
into Child Protection.
It has just been announced that the
former Leader of the Opposition
and Shadow Attorney-General Ms
Jodeen Carney, will be chairing a
review of the Youth Justice Act
The alcohol reforms are one of the
most significant responses to the
problems being experienced.
Members of the Society, whether
prosecutors with the DPPs,
practitioners of NTLAC, CAALAS
and NAAJA, court officers, lawyers
with the various Community Legal
Centres including domestic violence
and womens legal services,
barristers, private practitioners in
the Family Matters Court, policy
officers in the Department of Justice

and other departments, practitioners
dealing with complex Aboriginal
land and native title issues, and
Parliamentary Counsel all put a lot
of effort in responding to the various
matters. Their numerous roles are
very important and whilst some
social commentators downplay the
role of the profession, it is crucial in
dealing with the many complex, and
often very sad situations that have
arisen and providing a way ahead.
Similar comments could be made
about our Magistracy arid Judiciary.
The level of expertise of these
people, and commitment is
significant.

recently passed away and who
features in this edition of Balance
exemplified these qualities - and
who had a very varied and eminent
career in the Territory extending into
almost an amazing variety of areas.
The Society worked with him, and
we even had some disagreements,
over a number of years, but there
are few practitioners who have
given more back to their colleagues
and the Territory community. The
tributes from a wide variety of
colleagues and others truly reflected
his standing. Like many of my
friends and colleagues I will miss
his cuddles and wise counsel and
friendship.

The Late David
Farquhar
The Late David Farquhar, who
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A Goodbye from the
Past Presidents:
From the 2010 Co-Presidents, Nick
Johansen arid Donna Storey, a big
thanks go to the 2010 committee for
their hard work and commitment.
We hope that Northern Territory
Young Lawyers will continue to
build up the young lawyer network,
develop new ideas to keep young
lawyers in the Territory engaged
with the profession, and perhaps
have a little fun along the way!

Hello from the new
Presidents:
We are very excited to take
the reins from Donna and Nick
and thank them for their hard
work and dedication to NTYL.
Thankfully, both of them are still
on the committee in 2011 and will
continue to contribute.
Emma
Farnell from Ward Keller is now

Vice President and Imogen Taylor
from DPP has maintained her role
as Secretary, which is fantastic!
Thanks also to Elise Rivett who
continues to be our Alice Springs
representative - we hope to get the
Alice crew more involved through
Elise’s involvement.
We would like to take this
opportunity to encourage young
lawyers in the Territory to become
a part of the NTYL network. This
year, our main focus is to support
young lawyers and make them feel
welcome in the Territory. NTYL
will be setting up a mentoring
program in conjunction with the
Law Society and will be including
Alice Spring’s practitioners in this.
We also hope to get young lawyers
involved in the community, namely
through Red Cross initiatives and
the International Humanitarian
Law Committee, which now has a
Northern Territory chapter.
Most importantly, it’s about getting

NTYL
together and having a few drinks so
please come along to our events.
We would also encourage you
to come to our meetings and get
involved - we could use the extra
hands and the more the merrier!
See you all at the Law Week events!
There are ample opportunities
to get socially involved in the
Territory legal profession over the
next couple of months!
Email Sophie Anderson at sophie.
anderson@lawsocnt.asn.au
or
Ashley Marsh at ashley.marsh@
wardkeller.com if you have any
questions. Piease also send
us your email addresses to be
included on the NTYL email list.

Sophie and Ash
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